MATCH THEM!  TESTIMONY FOR TESTIMONY!

Hoehn Research Library
Box 1270, Grand Forks,
B.C., Canada

Beginning with WHITE of the VAULTS - and repeated in
the R&H and other Church-Media again and again, and
yet again-

Certain pet "Testimonies" to prove:
(A) The Church is going through.
(B) Anyone who comes from OUT of the Church is "from
the Devil!" And "Sr. White said so!" Till the End of
time.
(C) Thus the Traditions of men make the Word of God of
non-effect. Thus THOUSANDS cling to the Church for no
other good Reason but to be on the "Winning Side."
For, after all - did not "Sr. White say so?"

Since the Hoehn Research Library has Specialized in:
(1) Showing how they CHANGED the Books to make them
Teach what they want.
(2) That "SPEWN OUT!" means "GOING THROUGH!" is a
False and Dangerous premise.
(3) That they strain at a Gnat - a Flea of Evidence,
as do the "HELL-TORMENT" Preachers who can also give
us a Merry Race to PROVE from the Bible that the "Wages
of Sin is DEATH!" But the Majority prefer to go along
with the Majority right into the 7 Last Plagues - even
so the Adventist people are NO DIFFERENT - they go a
long with the fabricated "TRADITIONS" of their Elders.
And it is just about Time not to let them get away with
this, not one Day longer. As they chew away on their
tiny Flea of 5 Bible verses and Swallow a Camel of
Evidence without even gagging on it - Humps, Hoofs,
and all.
(4) I think it is Time we looked at the other Side of
the Statue, one good honest Look at the Truth. MATCH
THEM! TESTIMONY FOR TESTIMONY!
(5) And then we will have to go on and do the much
harder Task - EXPLAIN and PROVE away their Gnat, their
Flea of Evidence that has Confounded the Wise and
Delighted the Simple.

TRUST!

Their main attempt is around the word: "TRUST!!" The
constant Reiteration that we are to "TRUST" the
"TRUSTEES" and the Infallible, Predestinated "LEADER-
SHIP", and of course - "Sr. White said so!" Indeed! She did? She put in the Testimonies, again, and again, and again: "CURSED be the man that TRUTHETH in man, and maketh FLESH his arm." Jer. 17:5. And Uriah Smith took that OUT of the Testimonies - again, and again, and again. This is one of the first things I saw as I held the ORIGINAL TESTIMONIES in my hands. (Along with CHANGING the NAMES of "URIAH SMITH" - "A.G. DANIELLS" and Company to "BROTHER X-Y-Z!") Thus the SDA WATERGATE COVER-UP!

I have been thinking about this matter for many Years. How to meet it? How to expose these SDA WATERGATE HOODS IN HIGH PLACES? If I expected to be able to do this and thereby start a Big "REFORMATION" I would be off on the wrong Foot. I know too many Testimonies to Fall for that Notion, as THOUSANDS have done and will do. Shallow-Rooted, come up quickly, too quickly - and when the Light of Persecution hits them, they are unable to Face the Heat of Shame. Disgrace, Ignomy certain to be hurled their way. Because they are still Drifting down-stream on the Strength of the Current that the Last Movement and Message will be POPULAR, "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES" will fall for it, come eagerly to accept it, even 144,000 Shepherd's Rod or Yahvist Adventists. They have "much to learn" and "much to unlearn." And the "unlearning" is much more Difficult than the "learning." Also they will have to "Learn in a few Months what we have been Years learning." EW 67.

The First re-action to one who finds the Truth is Amazement, Joy, mixed with Consternation and Fear. Where his Treasure is, there will his Heart be also. The ones who Claim great Interest and Blessing, never send an Offering, never Last. It is a forgone Conclusion. It was all a surface Slobber of words, it never reached their Heart. They probably learned some where that this is the way to Write. If they are too Quick to go and tell others, not being Equip and Armed well for the Battle - CONSTERNATION and FEAR may well outweigh the AMAZEMENT and JOY. And then they are liable to Blame YOU for the Trouble they get into. And, yes - when they REALLY SEE what the Testimonies REALLY TEACH, they may go away Sorrowful and Walk with us no more, especially as the Climatic Hour approaches. And it is these "FORMER BRETHREN" who will be "OUR
MOST BITTER ENEMIES." As they keep SUNDAY as the "Storm approaches" (not here yet.) GC 608. Did not HAVE to do it. But the FEAR once taking the place of FAITH - gets them on the Run, and where they will Stop nobody knows. The Angel of Vengeance will strike many of them Dead in their Tracks, their very Fear will come upon them. Seeking to save their Lives - they will lose it, and Heaven also.

THEIR FAVORITE COLLECTION:
In the SDA Ministerial Seminary Courses they put in their favorite Collection that the Ministers repeat by Rote. The Junto and Cabala has this from "D.E. ROBINSON" of the Ellen G. White Estate Staff, General Conference of SDA, Washington, D.C. 20012. In a Paper which can be obtained separate, "HAS THE SDA CHURCH BECOME BABYLON?" This is their favorite Subject. I have heard no satisfactory Reply to it until I wrote one about 1956. Then they immediately "found" an "MSS" to meet it, something like RH A6:513. We will come back to that later.

It will be a tedious task, but I think I will have to quote their favorite Selections. Elder Leonard J. Smith, 365 South White Cottage Road, Angwin, Calif. 94508 gives one run-down of a Collection which is the one so commonly seen in the R&H, every little while. Like the Catholics keep telling us they are the "first' and "only" Church and on this rock Christ built their Apostolic Syscension. Much the same as the claim of the Jew and the Adventist. This may not work out too well, perhaps later we should re-do it and avoid the Mistakes we are going to make this time round. But I am going to try to set forth their References and NUMBER what they STUMBLE over. This will necessitate turning back later to check what it is I will be dealing with, but at the moment I do not see how to avoid it. Let us see if this System will work.

FROM SMITH AND ROBINSON COLLECTION:
"The Captain of (1) OUR Salvation leads (2) HIS PEOPLE on Step by Step, (3) PURIFYING and FITTING them for (4) TRANSLATION, and (5) LEAVING in the (6) REAR those who are disposed to (7) DRAW OFF from the Body, who are not willing to be (8) LED, and are (9) SATISFIED with their (10) OWN RIGHTEOUSNESS. 'If therefore the Light that is in thee be Darkness, how great is that
Darkness!" (11) NO GREATER DELUSION can deceive the human mind than that which leads men to indulge a SELF-CONFIDENT spirit, (12) to believe that they are RIGHT and in the LIGHT, when they are (13) DRAWING AWAY from God's people, and their cherished LIGHT is (14) DARKNESS." T1:333.

STAY BY THE CHURCH.

"There are (15) LITTLE COMPANIES, Smith likes to UNDERLINE this! That Cursed thing, you know - that "LITTLE COMPANY!" Couldn't be anything Good there, could there? Then you mean the BIG COMPANY is a SIGN of God's Sealing approval? Then we have ALL made a sad mistake! Let us hurry and JOIN the CATHOLICS! According to the SMITHS - THE BIGGER the MORE SURE to being God's Church! Poor Elijah! He better not show up Today! How would you like to undertake to explain this one?"

"There are (15) LITTLE COMPANIES continually (16) ARISING who believe that God is only with the very FEW, the very SCATTERED, and their influence is to (17) TEAR DOWN and SCATTER that which (18) GOD'S SERVANTS built up. (19) RESTLESS MINDS who want to be SEEING and BE-LIEVING something NEW CONTINUALLY, (20) ARE CONSTANTLY ARISING, some in one place and some in another, (21) ALL doing a Special Work for the Enemy, (22) yet CLAIMING to have the Truth.: T1:417.

OFFSHOOTS.

"God has (23) A CHURCH upon the Earth who are (24) HIS CHOSEN PEOPLE, (25) who KEEP His Commandments. He is leading, (26) NOT STRAY OFFSHOOTS, not ONE here and ONE there, BUT A PEOPLE." TM 61.

"God is leading (27) OUT a people, NOT an INDIVIDUAL here and there." SM 2:79.

(28) WE cannot step off the (29) FOUNDATION that (30) GOD has established. (31) WE cannot NOW enter into a (32) NEW ORGANIZATION; for this would mean (33) APOSTASY from the Truth." SM 2:390.

(34) COMPARE SMITH p. 6 of his MAY 1973 Paper and ROBINSON p. 1 - how each one uses T1:417-8. How, Like the Unclean Birds of the Apocalypse pick and choose what they want to suit their Taste.)

In contrast to the Vagaries of these deceived
souls, God's purpose is to call OUT a people, watch carefully:

(35) "GOD is bringing OUT a people, (36) and preparing THEM to stand as one, (37) UNITED, to speak the SAME things..." T1:417.

(38) Consider how ROBINSON plays with words his WHITE PUBLICATIONS Paper p. 2.

(40) "Such MESSAGES will COME, and it will be claimed for them that they are sent of God, (41) but the CLAIM will be FALSE; for they are NOT filled with LIGHT, but with DARKNESS. (42) There will be Messages of ACCUSATION against the people of God, similar to the work done by Satan in (43) ACCUSING God's people..." TM 41-2.

(44) Consider ROBINSON comments p. 4.

(45) Consider ROBINSON comments p. 5.

(46) Consider ROBINSON comments p. 6.

(47) Consider ROBINSON comments p. 7.

(48) Consider ROBINSON comments p. 8.

(49) "I have words of encouragement for you, my Brethren. (50) We are to move Forward in Faith and Hope, expecting large things from God. (51) The Enemy will seek in every way to hinder the efforts that are being made to advance the Truth... (53) Let no discouraging words be spoken... (54) AT THIS VERY TIME... (55) Let us not lower the Standard, but keep it lifted High, looking to Him who is the Author and Finisher of our Faith... (56) the God of Israel is still guiding His People, and that He will CONTINUE to be with them, even to the End... (57) until the Lord shall descend from Heaven with Power and great Glory to set His SEAL of FINAL TRIUMPH upon His faithful ones." GCB May 28, 1913. LS 437-9. (END OF ROBINSON PAPER.)

BACK TO SMITH:

"Consider my Brethren and Sisters that the Lord (58) HAS A PEOPLE, a CHOSEN PEOPLE, HIS CHURCH to be His own, HIS OWN FORTRESS, which He holds in a sin-stricken, revolted World; and He intended that NO
AUTHORITY should be known in it, (59) NO LAWS be acknowledged in it, BUT HIS OWN." TM 16.

"Nothing else in this World is so dear to God as His Church, nothing is guarded by Him with such jealous care, nothing so offends God as an act that injures the influence of those who are doing His service. He will call to account all who aid Satan (60) in his work of CRITICISING and DISCOURAGING." T6:42.

(61) "We are God's commandment keeping people. For the last 50 years every phase of HERESY has been brought to bear upon us, (62) to becloud our minds regarding the Teaching of the Word, (63) especially concerning the Ministration of Christ in the Heavenly Sanctuary. (64) and the Message of Heaven for these Last Days, (65) as given by the Angels of the 14th Chapter of Revelation." SM 1:208.

(66) "Nothing else in this World is so dear to God as His Church. He will work with mighty Power through humble, Faithful men." T7:242.

(67) "THE CHURCH may appear as about to Fall, but it does not Fall. It remains, while the sinners in Zion will be sifted OUT - the CHAFF separated from the precious WHEAT." SM 2:380. (END OF SMITH LIST.)

HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY LIST. (Not worked over for Years and Years as they did with theirs by HUNDREDS of MINISTERS and THOUSANDS of people to Nail that nice-looking Tradition together. This is being compiled on the Inspiration of the Holy Spirit as of this Moment. No Notes. No Preparation except 50 years of Studying 20,000 pages of the Testimonies.)

SO SR. WHITE SPOKE OF THE CERTAINTY OF "THE CHURCH" GOING THROUGH? OR DID SHE SAY "THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" CHURCH? OR IS THERE NO DISTINCTION?

(1) BEGINNING on p. 2 we showed the High-Lights of the SMITH-ROBINSON COLLECTION.
(2) NOW WE SHOW the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY COLLECTION. Made this moment.

MATCH THEM! TESTIMONY FOR TESTIMONY!
WHAT SR. WHITE SAID:

THE CERTAINTY OF THE CHURCH GOING THROUGH?
"In the Balances of the Sanctuary the SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH is to be Weighed. SHE WILL BE JUDGED by the privileges and advantages that she has had. IF her spiritual experience DOES NOT CORRESPOND to the advantages that Christ, at infinite cost, has bestowed upon her, IF the blessings conferred HAVE NOT qualified her TO DO THE WORK entrusted to her, ON HER WILL BE...
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-No "IFS" - "AND" - or "BUTS" about it! Read the CONTEXT and see how she led into this, showing "THEY DO NOT STAND FORTH AS GOD’S PECULIAR PEOPLE" so than what?
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0...ON HER WILL BE pronounced the Sentence: "FOUND WANTING." By the LIGHT bestowed, the OPPORTUNITIES given, will she BE JUDGED." T8:247.

"MOVEMENT OF DESTINY!" "CERTAINTY OF OUR SALVATION!"
"FROM CRISIS TO VICTORY!" "THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" - is it? Of 200 such Statements, let us look at this one:

"The Israel of God in these Last Days are IN CONSTANT DANGER of mingling with the World and losing ALL SIGNS of being the chosen people of God. Read again Titus 2:13-15....SHALL WE BRING HIS WRATH UPON US by departing from Him and mingling with the World, and following the ABOMINATIONS of the nations around us?...There is a Wall of SEPARATION...

WHO ARE GOD’S PEOPLE?
"All of God’s people are one Body, from the beginning to the End of Time. They have one Head that directs and governs the Body. The same injunctions that rested upon ancient Israel, rest upon God’s people now, to be SEPARATE from the World...THINK YE THAT GOD will receive, honor, and acknowledge a people SO MOXED UP with the World that they differ from them only in NAME? Read again Titus 2:13-15. It is soon to be known WHO is on the Lord's side, who will not be ASHAMED of Jesus...THERE IS CHAFF AMONG US...THEY will be left
with the World, where they BELONG, to receive their Reward with them." (Taken from T1:283, 287-8. 1862.)

THE MISTAKE THE JEWISH LEADERS MADE - is the same mistake the Adventist Leaders make, the equate the Promises of God to His obedient people ON CONDITION of separation and obedience - in BLINDNESS, IGNORANCE, and APOSTASY, paying NO ATTENTION to the COVENANT OF CONDITIONS.

EVER READ THIS FROM FROM? OR FROM BRINSMEAD? OR FROM WRIGHT?

"The Lord desires all who bear the Message for these Last Days to UNDERSTAND that there is a GREAT DIFFERENCE between professors of Religion who are NOT DOERS of the Word, and the children of God, who are Sanctified through the Truth, who have that Faith that WORKS by love and PURIFIES the soul. The Lord speaks of those...MINGLING with the CONTENDING elements of these Last Days.

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-
Adventists sitting on the WCC Boards together with Catholics, led by world Revolutionary Elements who just gave $600,000.00 of WCC-SDA money to Black African Liberation Movements. Is that the "MOVEMENT" that is going through? See p. 15. "THE CROSS & THE FLAG"- July 1973.

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-
See "SO MUCH IN COMMON" a joint Communicque by WCC-SDA.

WCC Publications, Room 439, 475 Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y. 10027. Ask your Preacher what is meant by "...THE DEFENCE of human RIGHTS...THE STRUGGLE for the ERADICATION of economic, social and RACIAL injustice." p. 83."...is certainly a fine document and probably one of the BEST ever produced...Seventh-day Adventists must AGREE with much - even MOST - of what is said..." p. 92.

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-
"...MINGLING with the CONTENDING ELEMENTS of these Last Days, as the circumcised who MINGLE with the uncircumcised, and He declares that He will DESTROY BOTH CLASSES TOGETHER without distinction. They are doing a work that God has not set them to do...(and this applies to turning loose those little Adventist Nurses to minister to the playful Mood of the WORST from the Army in LLU - Military and Church Complex - a Union of Church & state. Soon to be taken over by the Army-100%.

$50,000,000.00 down the Drain! But keep it up, Adventist! "We are going through! Drugs and all!!"
"...MINGLING with the CONTENDING ELEMENTS (this includes on the Front Lines as well, in ANY capacity! You are ONE! It also means "OPERATION WHITE-COAT!").

"...MINGLING with the CONTENDING ELEMENTS of these last Days...and He will CONDEMN both ALIKE...IN NO CASE are we to LINK ourselves with them in their Plans or Work..."COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM, and be ye SEPARATE...must not be UNITED...in a CONFEDERACY with unbelievers.: FCE 482-4. 1899.

**FAITH ALONE?**

"There are 3 Watchwords in the Christian life...Watch, Pray, Work." (Can the Nurses do this in the Military Complex?) "...from the ABYSS BELOW...We heard the profane OATH, the vulgar JEST, and LOW, VILE SONGS. We heard the WAR SONG and the DANCE SONG...LOUD LAUGHTER, mingling with CURSING and cries of anguish and bitter wailing, and were more anxious than ever to keep upon the NARROW, DIFFICULT PATHWAY." T2:283, 595-6.

"Unto you therefore which believe He is precious: but unto them which be DISOBEDIENT...even to them which stumble at the Word, being DISOBEDIENT...in danger of HIDING the Principles of our Faith in order to obtain LARGE PATRONAGE...You and your associates in the sanitarium work need a Pilot with you constantly, else you will be SHIPWRECKED. You surely must understand YOUR PERIL. Satan is making every effort to turn you aside into STRANGE PATHS...Those who in any way HIDE the TRUTH dishonor God. Upon their garments will be the BLOOD of souls..."A very small leak will sink a Ship." T8:154-5. 158. (Stay with the sinking Ship?)

**THOSE INSTITUTIONS.**

"...He looks upon those INSTITUTIONS as of no more value than the INSTITUTIONS established by Worldlings...Upon those INSTITUTIONS that are not maintained according to His LAW, He pronounces the Sentence, "UNACCEPTED; weighed in the Balances of the Sanctuary and FOUND WANTING...WE...
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"WE" are to bear aloft the BANNER on which is inscribed. "The Commandments of God and the Faith of Jesus." MM 164.

"In the Balances of the Sanctuary the Seventh-day Church is to be WEIGHED!!" "She will be JUDGED." T8:247. 1903.
"WHEN THIS REFORMATION..."

"What stronger DELUSION can beguile the mind than the PRETENSE that you are
0-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-0
Not "WE" but this is what "YOU" are doing!
0-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-
...the PRETENSE that you are building on the right FOUNDATION and that God accepts your Works...Oh, it is a great Deception, a FASCINATING DELUSION...they suppose that they are Rich and increased with Goods and in need of NOTHING, while in reality they are in need of EVERYTHING."

SUDDEN DESTRUCTION ON THEM

"...But MANY are crying, ("This Movement is going through!:) "PEACE & SAFETY," while sudden Destruction is coming upon THEM...
0-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-
I learned a great Secret from R.R. FIGUHR. When he came out in the "PRESIDENT'S PAGE" that you may KNOW a Detractor when he speaks of Seventh-day Adventists as "THEY" you may KNOW he is from the Devil - for Sr. White ALWAYS without fail used the possessive pronoun "WE" or related Terms such as "US" - "OUR" and this without fail! NEVER did she say "THEY" - "THEM" - "THOSE" - "THEIR" when speaking of Adventists. So this is a sure Sign of a WOLF in Sheep's Clothing, one who says: "THEY". When he wrote that in the R&H, and apparently no one Wise enough to Stop him from making an Idiot of himself, I immediately turned to"THEM" - "THEY" - "THEIR" & "THESE" speaking of Adventists, speaking of "Men who stand in very responsible positions at the Heart of the Work are ASLEEP. Satan has paralyzed THEM...have given up THEIR Watch...THEY remain inactive, while THEIR wily Foe enters the Fort and works successfully by THEIR side to TEAR DOWN...and THEY are so completely deceived that THEY know not that it is he." T2:439, 440. (Over 100 Times in 6 pages! Now WATCH LIKE A HAWK when you read the Testimonies MARK "THEY" in BLACK or BLUE and MARK "WE" in RED - and your Books will LIGHT UP with NEW MEANING! Thank you, FIGUHR! You can do NOTHING against the Truth but FOR the Truth! We snatch your Arrow out of the Air - and Shoot it RIGHT BACK at you! "As the Path grew more NARROW, we LEFT the Horses and went on Foot, in SINGLE file, ONE following in the Footsteps of another...WE then thought of THOSE who had not accustomed THEMselves to provations and hard- ships. Where were such now? THEY were not in the Company. At every CHANGE (?) some were LEFT behind."
"THEY would TEAR DOWN that which God would RESTORE by the Laodicean Message." TM 23.

I planned to go through (1) to (67) on p. 2 & 3. But I see I have wiped out HALF of the difficulties already, so I may as well take care of a few more with this Light from Heaven"

**TIME - PLACE - CIRCUMSTANCES.**

(1) She spoke of God's "True" people in the Church in her Day - at Times.
(2) She spoke of God's "True" people in the Last Days - at Times.
(3) She spoke to the Rebellious Class directly - at Times. As "THEY." The Accusers.
(4) She even spoke of the "True" people of God as "THEY" - at Times.
(5) She spoke of BOTH Groups together as "THEY."
(6) She spoke of BOTH Groups together as "WE."
(7) She identified herself with Group (1), (2), (5), (6) - at Times.
(8) She identified herself most of the Time with Class (1), (2). Watch very carefully, when she swung to Class (3) - - - - she most always used "THEY." Some times Members but more often LEADERS, she CONDEMNED them with "THEY!" "Satan exults, for he has inspired THEM...THEY are following in the Track of ROMANISM... A lie, believed, practiced, becomes a Truth to THEM... THEY exalt THEMselves...THESE are False gods...THEY look for a God in HUMANITY...There are but TWO Parties." TM 362-5.

**THEY CANNOT BE TRUSTED -**

And when it came to THITE and MEANS, they really got frantic to change the Writings in TM 361-2. "The people are learning that men in high positions of authority CANNOT BE TRUSTED... "Thus saith the Lord; CURSED be the man that TRUSTETH in man, and maketh FLESH his arm... THEIR eyes are BLINDED." SPECIAL TM 181-3. TM 361-4.

"But MANY are crying, "PEACE & SAFETY", when SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is coming upon THEM...'How is the faithful City become an HATLOT!"...a place whence the divine presence and Glory have DEPARTED!'...UNLESS
THE CHURCH...shall REPENT and be CONVERTED, she will eat of the fruit of her own doing, until she shall abhor herself...

P. 3 under (45) ROBINSON almost has an Epileptic Fit as he starts slinging: "ACCUSER of the Brethren" - "Unwarranted Conclusion" - "The terrible Conclusion" - because he thinks "THEY" means the "People of God"...so this becomes a: "misinterpretation of a passage WRESTED from it Context." (STRANGE? They never do get around to explain WHAT THE "CONTEXT" is! And so in his Railing Accusation against the Testimonies and those who believe them, he stands upside down to explain this one away, this a "REFORM PROPAGADA"). Like an inverted pyramid, the ACCUSING message...rests upon this SINGLE PASSAGE." ROBINSON p. 5. WHITE TRUSTEES PUBLICATION. March 1962.)

We shall see what "RESTS" upon a "SINGLE PASSAGE!" But such Phraseology & Psychology is all some need to set them back in their Seats of Carnal Security for another 10 Years! Smiling and nodding as the Sins and Abominations go by. Because they Refuse to "LOOK!" when the Master lifted her Skirts to show what was going on in the Dark. Those who are "Offended" at this "Language" in the Testimonies, would also be "Ashamed" and "Offended" at the SAME Language in the Bible by the Prophet Ezekial. He declares this to be a "SINGLE PASSAGE" but I have for Cross-References here: T8:250,119,158,249. T5:77,79,240. FCE 222. Jer. 3:... GC 50. Isa. 58:... T2:442. Amos 5:2. GC 382. RH A1:338. A2:453. NL 44. AA 145. "The ADULTRESS shall be PUT TO DEATH." Lev. 20:10.

SEPARATE!

"...SEPARATE from earthly entanglements...THEN her members will indeed be the CHOSEN of God, His representatives.

"THE TIME HAS COME for a thorough ReFormation to take place. (By a Preacher WITHIN? or like the Fishermen he chose before - those not going to Church at all?)...Those who have not been living in Christian Fellowship will draw close to one another. ONE MEMBER working in right lines will lead OTHER MEMBERS to UNITE (with the General Conference?) to UNITE with him in making intercession for the Revelation of the Holy Spirit." T8:250-1. 1903.
Close examination of that Testimony will reveal this is the Heresy above all Heresies. The Idea of starting a "REFORMATION!"
(1) By those not going to Church. By "ONE MEMBER" calling on "OTHER MEMBERS" to UNITE "WITH HIM." T8:251.
(2) This will be "...CONTRARY to any human Planning" and in the Time of the "LOUD CRY." TM 300.
(3) This will be by that "ONE" they Hate so perfectly. "Somebody is to come in the Spirit and Power of Elijah, and when HE appears..." TM 475. A perfect place for thm to Mess around with this Testimony. Find the ORIGINAL in RH A2:368. Feb. 18, 1890. Like the Jewish Leaders they will try to STOP the proclamation of the Message. They will Accuse him of taking things: "OUT OF CONTEXT!" And they may "...live under the Sound of the Message, but will not come to Hear-it."
(4) The Message which comes at this Time, just before the "Loud Cry" - is the "Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans." Also called the "Midnight Cry." Causing the Wise to go one Way - and the Foolish the other. This is a SPLIT - a SHAKING - a SEPARATION not only in the Church but among God's people.

**TWO CLASSES.**
(5) "The Lord desires all who bear the Message for these Last Days to UNDERSTAND that there is a GREAT DIFFERENCE between PROFESSORS of Religion ("The PRO-FESSED people of God") who are NOT DOERS of the Word (RDB), and the Children of God, who are Sanctified through the Truth, who have that FAITH that WORKS by love and PURIFIES the soul." FCE 482.
(6) "Every MEMBER of His church MILITANT must manifest the same qualities, if he would JOIN the church TRIUMPHANT...remember that the Church MILITANT is not the church TRIUMPHANT." FCE 179, 294.
(7) COL 406. We find the church MILITANT. But they become very UNMILITANT, they fall ASLEEP. A mysterious before unheard of PROCESSION wakes them up! And the word is here used, the Wise "JOINED THE THRONG." Notice, the "Throng" did NOT "JOIN" the Wise!
(8) "God will move upon men in humble positions to declare the Message of PRESENT (not Dark Ages!) TRUTH. Many such will be seen hastening hither and thither, constrained by the Spirit of God...The Spirit will be poured out upon those who yield...CASTING OFF man's binding Rules and cautious Movements, they will JOIN the Army of the Lord." "No taunting word is to be
spoken of them." T7:26-7. 1902.
(9) "Men of CLEAR UNDERSTANDING are needed now... controlled by the Holy Spirit to LEAD OUT in a work of thorough REFORMATION. I see a CRISIS before us." TM 514.
(10) REVERSING THE FROOM ORDER! FROOM-WHITE-BLACK and Company, call on all to JOIN THEM but the Lord declares that if a "Brother" is teaching "Truth" - "...those who are in responsible Positions...ought to take their Stand at his Side." TM 110. GW 130.

MOVEMENT.

(11) False Prophets are calling on us at this Time to "Stay with the MOVEMENT!" There is no staying with the "MOVEMENT" when the "MOVEMENT" is not MOVING! They have fallen ASLEEP! IN THE ORDER OF GOD HERE IS WHAT HAPPENS:
(A) Satan knows a "MOVEMENT" is to "COME" so he seeks to Prevent it by starting one himself - here called a "COUNTERFEIT" GC 464. But the ORIGINAL BOOK said: "He will arouse what appears to be great RELIGIOUS INTEREST IN THE CHURCHES...He hopes to deceive many by leading them to think that God is still with THE CHURCHES....Ye shall know them by their Fruits." 1884 SOP 4:296. (Then in the following pages it gives us the "Fruits"- the "Doctrines of Devils" they will be Teaching."...in our Pulpits." TM 409.)
(B) God's people will Obey the Command: "MEET IT!" "No longer consent to listen without protest to the perversion of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious Sophistries." SM 1:196. B2:15. This is the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans, to those who have departed from the Faith, especially those who have given up the Sanctuary Truths. THIS MESSAGE IS THE REAL AWAKENING when with Horror they realize what they have done. They will come back to the Faith - to the Third Angel's Message of the Most Holy Place. EW 254-6.
(C) This is "The BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD"...so that the precious JEWELS among them, who have formerly been deceived, may have their EYES OPENED to see their true State. And now when the TRUTH is presented to them by the Lord's MESSENGERS, they are prepared to LISTEN, and SEE its beauty and harmony, and to LEAVE their former associates and ERRORS, embrace the precious Truth and STAND where they can define their Position." EW 69. "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

So you see, we cannot now step off the Foundation to follow this FROOM-WEEKS-HEPPENSTALL-BRINSMEAD "Company" under the "...name of Seventh-day Adventist." T6:144.
Who are worked by the spirit of "ANTICHRIST" to Hide the distinctive Banner. T9:230. So many following them that it appears the whole World was on Board their Train. EW 263, 88. The MAXWELL Book inviting the ANTICHRIST. While God's people are high above the Earth it appears the Philadelphian Church is about to Fall, but it does not Fall, it remains while the Laodicean Offshoots are Shaken out. (This answers p. 2 &3 - ITEMS (2),(3),(4),(5),(6),(7),(8),(9),(10),(11), (12),(13),(14).

Whereas in her Day it was only LITTLE Companies that tried to do this, and that was the reason for the Testimony applying to HER TIME when she was there to STOP IT. (15),(16),(17),(18),(19),(20),(21),(22). In 1893 - "...AT THIS TIME" TM 37. The ANTICHRIST was not there yet. TM 39. Let the Tares grow up with the Wheat to the Harvest - but the "HARVEST" is the "TIME OF...SEPARATION" by the Angels of God, this is the SEALING! TM 47. But the Message of SEPARATION was NOT the Message "...at the present Time." 1893. TM 50, 59. The TIME of "ANTICHRIST" is the TIME of "CONFEDERACIES" such as FROOM & BRINSMEAD engineer to do away with the LAW and exalt the False Sabbath. TM 62. This is in answer to (23),(24),(25),(26),(27),(28),(29),(30),(31), (32),(33),(34),(35),(36),(37),(38),(39),(40),(41),(42), (43),(44),(45),(46),(47),(48).

THE MESSAGE THAT WAS NOT RIGHT NOR TIMELY TO GIVE IN HER DAY IS NOW AS RIGHT AS RAIN! Because the False Laodicean "REFORMATION" by this "NEW ORGANIZATION" with these "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" SM 1:204-5. Also called what we already shown to be a "NEW MOVEMENT" this "Company under the NAME of Seventh-day Adventists." SM 1:205. T6:144. "SO APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE OF THE BEAST." GC 444. By them doing as we have so abundantly proven and Documented in other Papers - preaching "IN COMMON" with the EVANGELICALS. GC 445. When the "APOSTATE CHURCHES UNITE." TM 62. (See the ORIGINAL of this in RH A3:82-9. BABYLON!) :Many houses now supposed to stand secure will FALL." TM 126. Into the State of the LAST CHURCH - the FOOLISH VIRGINS. TM 130. Come to the Truth when it is all over. Probation is CLOSED. No HIEBERT, no 10 COMMANDMENT "ARK" - "NO SIGN FROM HEAVEN!" PK 597.

IF WE DO NOT AWAKE - others will move forward and

- 15 -
"Block up our Way." TM 207. "Shall the people of God who are placed in Positions of Trust voice the words of Satan against the Children of God?" TM 275. NOW THE MOVEMENT THAT THE WISE ARE TO "JOIN" - "There seemed to be a great MOVEMENT - a work of Revival - going forward in MANY places. OUR PEOPLE were moving INTO Line, responding to God's Call...Shall we not Trim our Lamps?" TM 515. (How can they move "INTO" Line if they FORM that Line? No - that Line is the Little "Company" ho give the Straight Testimony TO the Laodiceans. Do not take this from EW 270. Go to the ORIGINAL with FOOTNOTES. T1:180-2.)

"In the LAST solemn work FEW GREAT MEN will be engaged ...He cannot use them." T5:80. "...prove to be RING-LEADERS in APOSTASY." T5:212.

BY SLAUGHTERING ANGELS - soon to commence the Lord will Show who are His own. The Biggest Slaughter since the World began. T5:211-2. T1:180-2. It is the SEALING that changes EVERYTHING. Probation over for Adventists - still Open for the World. T9:97.

"The people who claim to believe the truth are asleep...At the ver time when they should be strong in God, having daily, living experiance, they are feeble, hesitating, relying upon the preachers for support, when they should be ministering to others with mind, and soul, and voice, and pen, and time, and money." 5 T 457.

"Every soul who accepts Jesus as his personal Saviour, will part for the privilege of serving God." T.M. 394.

THOSE WHO REMAIN IN THE "HOLY CITY" must share her Doom. "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. "JERUSALEM is a representation of what the Church will be if it refuses to walk in the Light that God has given." T8:67, 32. PK 417. T5:211.

THE WARNING TO "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" is the Voice of the Bride and the Bridegroom and the Angels from Heaven. COL 406. The Philadelphia Church of 144,000 is gathered into the Most Holy Place Truth. The Remnant. WTF 14. EW 254-6, 261.